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We offe-: you, our loyal readers, an --· -
abbreviated version of the RES GESTAE ij A. Sign-up sheets become initially 
available at 3:30 n.m. one week this week~ and beg your indulgence. r 
f
l. to the day in advance of the 
The largest part of our staff energies 
during the past week have been devoted 
to a survey of events at the Attica 
?ri son in New York State. We plan 
for the early part of next week a 
bonus supp l eraent i s sue wh ich will 
include extensive facult y comment on 
the Attica t ragedy and hopefully 
will shed some light on this 
emotion-charged issue. WATCH FOR IT! 
--The Editors 
scheduled interviews. 
B. Sign-up procedure begins at 3:30 p.m. 
~ in Room 218. 
I C. Thereafter, the sign-up sheets 
j remain on the counter in Room 200. 






Data Sheets & Resumes 
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must be 
turned into the Placement Office 
by September 22. Turn in one 
copy (without transcript) for 
your permanent file and up to 
20 copies (with transcript) for 
your storage file. Each time 
PLACEMENT OFFICE -
FALL INTERVIEWING PROCEDURES 
The fo l lowing is an outline of the 
procedures fo r fall interviewing. 
The first sign-up sheets go out 
Monday, September 20. The sign-up 
sessions will be held in Room 218 
at 3:30 p.m. each day. The inter-
viewing season begins September 27. 
Notice of Interviews 
A. Notices a re posted daily by 
9:00 a.m. on the first floor 
placement board. 
B. They are posted one week to 
the day in advance of the 
scheduled interviews. 
Finn Descriptions 
A. Posted daily on the second floor 
placement board in the same manner 
as Notices of Interviews. 
B. Not all employers send descriptions. 
you sign up for an interview a 
copy of your resume or data sheet 
will be pulled for the recruiter. 
It should be emphasized that if vou wish 
to add your name, cancel or change a 
time on an interviewing schedule it must 
be done by ~ of the day before the 
interview·s . This also holds t1~ue for 
t urning in additional da:::a sheets and 
resmnes . 
If you have any questions about the above, 
feel free to stop by the Placement Office . 
POLICIES - PLACEMENT 
Sign-up Session Last year we had 
students enter the sign-up session 
who were scheduling appointments for 
friends who were also in the class-
room. In other words, the first 
student who got the desired schedule 
would sign himself up and also his 
many friends. This, of course, was 
not fair to the other students 'in the 
room who were waiting their turn. 
(continued on page ~ ) 
?L'~.(;"GMEN'I' POI..1CIES, cant. f rom p. j 
I f anyone does this again this yeaG 
all students involved will be dropped 
f rom the schedule. If it happens .a 
seco~d time involving any or all of 
the same students, they will be 
prohibited from using the Placement 
Office fo ':- the remainder of the re-
cruiting season. 
There is, however, one exception to 
this policy. If a student has a class 
during the sign- up period, he or she 
can have a friend s ign up for him. 
Thi s fact must be no ted with the 
Placement Office prior to the sign-up 
neriod . ......_ __ 
Standby Li st If you are on a standby 
l ist, it is your responsibility to 
ch eck with the Placement Office to see 
if you can be worked into a schedule. 
A notice will be posted on a section 
of the first floor board if we are 
crying to contact you . You then follow 
whatever instructions are at the top 
of the notice. We may try to contact 
you as much as four days prior to an 
i nterview or the day of the i ntervi ew 
so you should check the board continuously. 
Many interviewers have s cheduled only 
one or two days in Ann Arbor, and those 
representing some of the more popular 
firms may find themselves unable to 
see all those wishing to talk with them. 
When a situation develops where there 
are a number of students on the "waiting 
li st" for a particular fi nn, the Place-
ment Office wi ll call the problem to t he 
attention o f the interviewer and be 
guided by h is se l ection of those he 
wishes to see. In some instances this 
may result in t h e interviewer's decision 
to ·· i n·, it , i n accordance wi th hi s own 
cr iteria, the students 1 e wi 11 
interview. 
Interviews Interv iews wi ll be con-
ducted in the carrels in Room 200 o f 
Hutchins Hall. When you have sche-
duled an interview, it is your 
responsibility to keep t he appoint-
ment and to be on time. Failure to 
do so undoubtedly eliminates your 
chances of getting a j ob with t he 
part i cu lar employer, and preven ts 
another student from having the 
opportunity to be considered. If 
you miss an interview without good 
excuse, the office may deny you the 
opportunity f or further interviews 
at the school. 
.... ., - ..... - . -. -----. -----. ... ... -~ ... ~~- ·-
. "Speaking constitutionally, I spend mOst of my 
time in ~ pQrsuit of hl:wpiness and 1et life 
Md.liberty· take ~ of ,themselv¢s." 
. . ·· 't ~- - ., ___ ~:, . : 
Friday evening , September 17, from 
8 : 30 to midnight, there wi ll be a 
mixer-dance in the Lawyers Club~ 
A_good seven-man band is offered ; 
beer wi ll be free. There is no 
charge for law student s who present 
their Lawyers Club I.D . 's; others 
wil l be charged a nominal 25 cents. 
Al l students are encouraged to 
come; bring your dates, girlfriends, 
and wives. 
THE INTERNATIONAL LAH SOCIETY: 
is composed of University of Michigan 
foreign and American law students 
interested in international law; 
has bi-weekly informal dinner 
meetings in the faculty dining 
room featuring guest speakers from 
the University and elsewhere 
discussing topics of international 
interest; 
sponsors University of Michigan Law 
School students' participation in 
the annual Jessup International Moot 
Court Competition; 
is sponsoring an open meeting 
Wednesday, September 22, at 6:30 p.m. 
in the Lawyer ' s Club Lounge, 
featuring a panel of Professors 
John Jackson and Alfred Conard of 
the economics department speaking 
on the International Trade and 
Monetary Implications of Nixon's 
Economic Policies (panel moderator 
will be law professor Eric Stein); 
will have a dinner with the speakers 
that night at 5:45 p.m. in the 
Faculty Dining Room, (sign up 
outside H.H. room 100); 
invites all interested people to 
attend. 
The Law Club Intramural Golci. and 
Blue teams captured First and 
Eighth place, respectively, in the 
Intramural Graduate Division final 
standings, for 1970-71. The Gold 
Team accumulated 1604 All-Year 
points from the 16 events they 
entered. The Blue Team gathered 
764 All-Year points from their 
11 events. Second place in the 
graduate division went to Delta 
Sigma Delta "A" with 1421 points 
from 16 sports. The Law School 
fraternities Phi Alpha Delta and 
Phi Delta Phi took sixth and 
thirteenth, while the Law Club-
Chatreuse and Law Club Imposters 
took twelfth and twentieth out of 
thirty places. 
Graduation of Paul Teich has 
opened a place on Student Government 
Council. Petitioning for the posi-
tion will soon begin and any law 
student is eligible. Any questions 
should be directed to Jerry Rosenblatt, 
one of three law student members of 
SGC. 
Res Gestae is open for submissions 
from any member of the law school . 
Any copy, articles, announcements, 
etc. must be submitted by Tuesday 
noon for inclusion in the Friday 
issue. All material may be left 
with the receptionist, Janice Ebright, 
on the ninth floor of the Legal 
Research building. 
Bulletin .... Virginia Davis Nordin, 
Associate Director of the Institute 
for Continuing Legal Education, has 
just been named Chairperson of the 
University of Michigan Commission on 




Well, last week's Kick-off fell rather short of expectations, 
but of course, opening game jitters are to be expected. The 
predictiuns handed in were so poor that I felt that it would 
be demeaning to give the coveted GRIDDlE GOODIE GUY of the 
WEEK AWARD to anyone. Instead I went over to Dominic's and 
told him that I had won. He gracious ly presented me with a 
pat on the back and a sub in the mouth. After sampling what 
I had previously referred to as the prize of the week, I can 
assure you that in the future I will choose to demean the 
award rather than to conceal the real "winner." 
Actually , my predictions were as poor as the rest of the 
enlightened readers. Perhaps I should go back to choosing 
Albion, Cent.ral, and Slippery Rock as my predecessors use 
to do! A sign of the times was apparent from the fact that no 
one mentioned that Grambling was not playing Alcorn A&M 
(as I posted) but instead played Morgan State on TV. This is 
indicative of: 
at 
1) Student apathy, or 
2) Student stupidity, or 
3) Student timidity, or 
4) the inability of the student to renew 
his TV Guide prescription due to t he 
increased cost of tuition. 
Air Force Minnesota+25 at Nebraska 
Arkansas vs Oklahoma State Northwestern+20 at Notre Dame ------
s. Carolina at Duke (upset) Purdue at Washington 
Mich. State at Geo. Tech Army+ 20 at Stand ford 
N.Carolina at Illinois Wisconsin at Syracuse (upset ) 
Kentucky at Indiana Texas at UClA + 20 
Virginia+35 at MICHl GAl~ (upset) Houston + 20 at Arizona State ---




TRAGEDY AT ATTICA 
In response to the incidents at 
Attica, we have asked several 
professors to comment. Except 
for Professor Israel, who declined 
to respond at this time, their 
statements follow. 
September 20, 1971 
EDITORIAL 
ATTICA, U.s .A. 1971--Trte animals at Attica are back in their cages. 
Thanks to the heroic efforts of a heavily anned and armored anny of 
rescuers, which blasted its way into the pr~son Tuesday, the principles of 
democracy and freedom have been preserved, and the rule of law and order has 
returned to this lovely small town. 
Tne lives of 28 hostages miraculously were saved by the rescuers. 
The rescuers fought bravely and compassionately against the totally 
reckless and totally brutal revolutionaries who had audaciously seized 
control of the prison. 
Happily, the prisoners were unarmed except for an absurd collection 
of ludicrously primitive and ineffectual weapons. Their disrespectful and 
uncooperative attitude, nowever, required the death of 31 prisoners and the 
serious inJury of many others. 
Nine guards carelessly exposed themselves to the precise crossfire 
of the rescuers and unavoidably were killed. 
Governor Rockefeller, State Commissioner of Correction Oswald and 
the rescuers themselves have been widely praised for their courage and humanity 
in taking an honorable stand against the cowardly depravity of the criminals. 
The forthright decisiveness of these leaders shall not be forgotten. 
Compare it with the moral weakness of the prisoners who promised to kill 
the hostages if attacked, but who failed to do so and without explanation! 
Praise nas also come for the ingenuity demonstrated by prison officials 
in attempts to put the blame for the hostages' death on the prisoners. And 
many have applauded Governor Rockefeller for not degrading himself in refusing, 
wisely, to meet with the prisoners. Such attention from the Governor, many 
say, would have had the disturbing effect of dignifying these base, sub-human 
creatures. 
Experts are convinced that criminal justice in this wonderful country 
nas passed a great milestone--a turning point. The prison system has been 
saved, Commissioner Oswald believes. Many forsee a marvelous new era of 
respect for law and order, and a new kind of prison capable of coping with 
the "new breed of convicts" who have no regard for· their innocent victims. 
Tne present public cry for more effective rehabilitation of prisoners 
promises greater attempts in the future to sternly re-mold criminals into 




When you start talking about what "causes" -- and how we can 
prevent -- widespread social explosions, you find that people 
tend to reflect their own particular attitudes, va lue judgments 
and "biases, " if you want to call t hem that. This has been going 
on for a long, long time. The great legal philosopher Morris 
Cohen has pointed out that many people starting with essentially 
the same fund of information -- but applying different value 
judgments -- have attributed the decline and fall of ~he Roman 
Empire to such diverse factors as the exhaustion of the soil, the 
corruption of the rulers, the rise of Christianity, spots on t he 
sun, ad infinitum. He a l so said that the facts we dislike we 
call theories and the theories we cherish we call facts. 
I, for one, would begin with prison attitudes and conditions. 
Some 15 or 20 years ago, Dr. Ralph Banay, once t he chief psychiatrist 
at Sing Sing prison, maintained that if society kept these people 
in cages permanently, as it does dangerous anima l s, it would at 
least be acting more consistent l y than it is now. He also said 
that prisons "make and install time-bombs" in the personalities 
of those confined there. Sometimes, as in Attica, prisoners "ex-
plode inside prisons, but almost a l ways, after release, they "ex -
plode" individually outside -- against the society that has im-
prisoned them, degraded them, dehumanized them. 
Others, however, (including some high-ranking New York "cor-
rectional" officials), are attributing the events at Attica Prison 
to an easing of discipline and softer treatment of unruly pri-
soners. They are saying that prison guards don't have the freedom 
to beat up inmates on the spot as they did in the good old days. 
That we haven't been sufficiently restricting their reading mat-
erial, their l etter-writing. Many of these same people, I suspect, 





Other pe ople l ook for -- and fi nd -- you usuii\y manage to 
f i nd wha t you want to find in these situations -- t;bnspirators, 
" ou tside agitatm;'S, " etc. Governor Agnew capture4.', ~'he headlines 
i n 1967 by asserting that the Newark and Detroit '~r'iots" were 
caused by the same conspirators -- but neither he ,~b~ anybody 
e l se ever came up with any solid evidence to this .feet. This 
week Governor Reagan is saying that the "same revo}.~,tionaries who 
had been active on campuses now are fomenting tro\i'ts,'1e in prisons." 
He is looking for, and finding, "some similarities•f between the 
recent San Quentin escape attempt and the_ Attica ttagedy -- and 
blaming both on the "new revolutionaries." Gover~*' Rockefe ller 
has also talked about the "highly organized, revolil-;;tionary tac-
tic s of militants" {although many of the observori''·1et inside 
Att i ca prison during the recent uprising thought t~ people there 
were rather disorganized) and hinted not so subtly that "outside 
forces" played a significant role. 
It may also be said that in the wake of these social ex-
plosions, people refuse to see what they don't want to see--
even if it ' s staring them in the face. For example, the reaction 
of a number of state troopers and guards to the Medical Examiner's 
report that the hostages had died of gunshot wounds in the assault 
was dismay, disbelief -- and considerable profanity. According 
to the Times (Thurs., Sept. 16), "some contended that the Medical 
Examiner's report was erroneous or 'fixed' in a conspiracy that 
they did not yet understand." 
To many people and, I think, ~ officials, the "conspiracy" 
or " outs ide agitation" theories are comforting and reassuring : If 
only these troublemakers would go away, things would get back to 
normal. Nothing is fundamentally wrong with what wa've been 
doing. (But I venture to say that nearly evert £ri · is. No 
"correct ion, " no "rehabi li ta tion," no humanness. ~. • long range 
goals. The guards will try to stop the prisoners. ·:t\"om rioting 
and from killing each other (but not sexually expl~lting and 
otherwise abusing each other) ; and the gua r ds are 4t::termined to 
make the prisoners submit to, and acknowledge, th&!r almos t t otal 
power over them; and to "break the spirit," if tnQ·:.:):lave to--
and they want to, but they are having increasing ~iculties 
figuring out how to do so. Security. That's abo~~.,: all). 
Y. lJ : 
. '"\J ' 
Whatever sense of urgency there was about priSbri reform may 
be lost in the concern for tighter security and t~ pressures for 
_ .. ... . 
-~-i~ '. 
~· . 
' .-. . · 
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harder-nosed attitudes and measures. This is a ve~y serious pro-
blem. Afterall, Commissioner Oswa l d was regarded as a progressive 
and, the argument is liKely to run, look what happened? The 
reaction to Attica will be more guards, more machine guns, more 
tear gas, more helicopters. I am less sure about what else. 
More specifically the growing movement for "prisoner's rights" 
may well be checked. Courts generally have t aken a "hands off" 
attitude about prison matters. Thay have been quite reluctant to 
"intervene" in prison disciplinary procedures. But recently there 
has been some judic ial intervention. Now, whatever small measure 
of dignity a nd privacy prisoners were gaining , albeit slowly, may 
be lost. Now , when, for example, a question of mail censorship 
or accessibil ity to books or religious freedom arises, a govern-
ment lawyer, I'm afraid, will be able to argue more persuasively 
than ever that the courts should not interfere with those entrusted 
with the awesome responsibil i ty of preventing other 11Atticas. 11 
For example, an unidentified officia l "high in the New York 
Department of Correcti ons" was recently quoted by the N.Y. Daily 
News (Wednesday, Spet. 15) as saying: 
"The reason [ these prisoners] grow strong in solitary may 
well be that they know that soc i ety itself is going to react very 
weakl y in the final analysis. They grow strong because they be-
lieve that in the end there's going to be a great deal of sympathy 
for them. • . So what we've got to do with these guys is to make 
them understand that if they pull anything like a riot, anything 
violent, they're going to feel a lot of pain. A whol e lot of 
pain." 
The writer (Donald Singleton), apparently on the basis of 
his interviews with various "correctional" officials and advi-
sors to the Governor, then comments: 
-
"Physical pain is old-fashioned. To hurt i s ideologue, you 
attach him on the ideological level. 
"You control his communication with other ideologues. 
"You restrict his reading material. 
"You stop his l etter-writting, so t here are no more books 
like George Jackson's ' Soledad Brotherv. 
- 5 -
"You put him in solitary confinement, where he cannot speak 
to anyone. 
"You fight him in the courts as bitterly as he fights the 
system. 
"You never let him get into a position where he can attack 
a guard -- which means no exercise, no movies, no Christmas parties." 
[At this point R.G. queried: "But, isn't there an equally 
strong understanding, probably growing out of the urban riot ex-
perience, that there are real greivances expressed in this way 
which need to be remedied? That is, ~f anything was learned from 
the riots, at least :: in the communities that did riot, it was that 
they got some government action on the problems, perhaps not too 
effective action, but at least action nominally directed at the 
problems. Social programs did develop after the '67-'68 series 
of disorders. And, it was fairly clear, after the Tombs prison 
riot in New York City, that some of the underlying grievances in 
prisons are also valid. Couldn't Attica conceivably be viewed 
as further underscoring the seriousness of these grievances? 
After all, Attica was supposed to have been a typical prison with 
no unusual activity]. 
One thing was unusual. Attica was supposed to be a more 
secure prison than most, indeed, supposedly a riot-proof fortress, 
and that's a point that's not likely to be lost. 
But, returning to your question, there undoubtedly is some 
of that rea lization. Still, large segments of out country 
bitterly resent this business of "rewarding" rioters and are de-
termined t o see that it's stopped. Before Attica Prison was 
stormed , there was mounting criticism of Governor Rockefeller, 
Commiss i oner Oswald, and others for beign too conciliatory , for 
feeding the "growing arrogance" of the prisoners, for waiting too 
long . Middle Americans are more "fed up" now than they were in 
'67. And they are a good deal less happy about their leaders 
dealing with and "rewarding" rioting black prisoners than about 
"rewarding" blacks who "riot" outs ide the prison walls. 
[R.G. asked about the autopsy reports for the dead hostages 
which indicated they died of gunshot wounds instead of slit throats 
- 6 -
as had been the original official rendition. We observed that 
th~ conflict was reminiscent of the first official position 
taken on the Newark riots that there was extensive sniper fire 
resulting in the deaths of some guardsmen; later it was dis-
covered that the troops were caught in their own cross-fire, 
shooting at one another.] 
Well, one of the disturbing things, again, not unrelated to 
this search for a conspiracy and outside agitators, is that if 
they [the authorities] can be so damn wrong on a relatively simple, 
objective thing like the cause of death, what about more complex 
and less measurable things like the "causes" of these uprisings? 
They've created a credibility gap of enormous proportions. It's 
another reason not to take seriously their talk about outside 
agitators, conspirators, and revolutionaries. But it's much 
more difficult to disprove. 
That raises another issue: the degree to which offi cials 
have much greater access to the mass media, at least initially. 
I wonder how many people read the stories about most major events 
after the first wave of reporting. The first wave was that t hroats 
were cut. For example, there was a major story by one State Police 
Sergeant who said he saw "execution squads" slit throats of seven 
hostages. That was carried in Tuesday's New York Daily News. 
You noticed that at first Rockefeller said the convicts car-
ried out the cold-blooded killings they had threatened. Now, you 
can see [referring to the article in the News] that it's not even 
stated as "apparently," or "we have reason to think" or "we be-
lieve"; it's stated as undisputed fact. When the medical examiner 
found no evidence of that at all--examination of the bodies 
showed that al l died of gunshot wounds--then the officials 
countered, "well they might have been killed by zipguns" or "I 
don't want to comment on that because I haven't had an official 
verification of that," or "I am bringing in a national expert, an 
'independent' doctor to see what really happened." (Note the 
attack, by implication, on the medical examiner's integrity and 
objectivity). 
Fortunately, the initial official version of the hostages' 
death was refuted within hours. Fortunately, these claims could 
be refuted by hard medical evidence. But many first day and 
second day headline stories cannot be. The first reports on the 
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Detroit civil disorder of 1967 were most favorable to the National 
Guard and the police -- and the Recorders Court judges who, subse-
quent studies indicated, had thrown away the Constitution in order 
to get, and keep, thousands of blacks "off the streets." Only 
weeks later did we start getting reports about how trigger-happy 
and generally unprofessional were the Guards and the police, And 
only months later did the general public learn (if still interested) 
of the extent to which the courts, and the criminal justice sys-
tem generally collapsed. But the attention span of many readers 
is quite limited. Many, I suspect, only read and remember, the 
headline stories of the first few days. Look at Wednesday's 
(Sept. 15) Detroit Free Press. The lead story on the first page 
is about Alax Karrass being cut by the Detroit Lions. The reports 
on the Attica tragedy are still on page one, but they are already 
"second fiddle" to the news about Karras. 
Legally, technically, it may not matter whether the troopers 
and police shot the hostages or the prisoners slashed their 
throats. As you know, under general principles of causation, the 
prisoners are criminally liable for the death of the hostages, be-
cause after all, when you take hostages in these circumstances, it's 
foreseeable and probable that they will be killed by other law 
enforcement officials. But emotionally--politically--how the 
hostages died makes quite a difference. 
Of course, things took a decided, and perhaps irredeemable, 
turn for the worst when that first guard (Quinn) died of injuries. 
It's one thing to grant amnesty for property damage, but it's 
politically impossible to do so for the slaying of a prison guard 
(I'm assuming that's what did happen). Politics aside, I don't 
see how you can grant amnesty for criminal homicide. The scope 
of the criminal liability is something else. Technically, hun-
dreds of prisoners might be criminally liable for the death of 
Quinn. Many, inany prisoners might be said to have "recklessly en-
gaged in conduct which creates a grave risk of death to another 
person" and thereby caused the death of a prison guard, which is 
murder punishable by death under New York law. Prosecutors, however, 
frequently, exercise great discretion here--the reach of the felony-
murder, conspiracy and "causation" rules. But I don't see how 
you can grant total amnesty, how you can excuse even those . 
"directly", immediately responsible for Quinn's death. The re-
pugnance toward murder and other homicides, as [Judge] Cardozo 
has observed, is due in considerable measure to "the ignominy that 
has been attached to them through the sanctions of the criminal law" 
and "if the ignominy were withdrawn the horror might be dimmed." 
- 8 -
And to paraphrase what (Professor Herbert] Wechsler said a number 
of years ago, t~ the average man , himself burdened by passions 
and frustrations and beset by temptations, exculpation for the 
slaying of Quinn would bespeak a weakness in the criminal law. 
I am aware that you may argue, as did several of my students thi s 
week, that in a sense we have granted amnesty over the years to 
prison officials and guards for the deaths they have "caused"--
and to the Guardsmen and pol ice for the deaths they, too, "caused" 
in Newark, Detroit, Kent State, Jackson State, etc. But to the 
general puhlic, at least those fact situations were more compli -
cated and confused. Unless we've been misled by the authorit i~s 
ag~in, the slayi ng of Quinn is a more clean-cut case of homicide. 
More stark and dramatic--and so would be the failure to proceed 
against his "killers." 
Nor, to move to a narrower front, can we overlopk the impact 
of "total amnesty" for the slaying of Quinn on other prisons .and 
future prison outbreaks. The view that "total amnesty" for 
Quinn's death might encourage, or shallwe say l ighten the inhi-
bitions against, killing other guards at other prisons is cer-
tainly a defensible and plausible one. 
It hardly follows, however, that the John Wayne cavalry 
charge on the Attica prison was justified. Surely i f any tac-
tics were likely to provoke the prisoners into killing the hos-
tages, or to cause their death by the "rescuing army",--and in-
flict maximum casualties on the prisoners themselves who, after 
all, ~ "people", too--it was the very kind of massive attack 
that actually took pl ace. Maybe it i s my bias, but I just can ' t 
believe these John Wayne stories about sharpshooters blowing the 
arms off prisoners about to "execute" their hostages. 
Even when the final charge began, ~he prisoners had minutes 
in which to kill their hostages--and only needed secondse From 
what I can gather, they did not slay their hostages because in the 
last analysis they chose not to do so. 
Politics aside, I don't see why a less massive and more dis-
criminating attach wasn't tried. I don't see why the authorities 
didn't wait longer. I don't see, for example~ why they didn't 
try to "starve out" the prisoners. It is difficult to avoid the 
conclusion that the decision to storm the prison when and how it 
was done was essentially a political one--and a politically attrac-
tive one. Forget about what you and your classmates and friends 
- 9 -
think. We aren't the Middle Americans who bought the Nixon-
Mit·chell "law and order" pitch. That the prisoners didn't in 
fact slash the throats of their hostages' no doubt "hurt" Rocke-
feller somewhat--hurt him a good. deal· in a few quarters---but 
overall he gained political points. Not everywhere, of course , 
but in the hearts and minds of many more Americans that we care 
to think and want to believe. He attained that tough, firm, no-
rnore-nonesense image. He had been under considerable criticism 
for letting his prison officials "deal" with the "cons" at all. 
There was growing impatience with his failure to take a stand, 
and "get it over with." His physical presence might have been 
the "symbol of concern" that changed the tone and turned the tide, 
but politically it was too risky. Waiting a few more days might 
have enabled "cooler heads" to prevail inside the prison walls, 
but this was by no means certain, and again, politically it was 
too risky. 
[Professor Kamisar teaches criminal law at the University and is a 
well-known expert in the field of police practices.--Editor's Note} 
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VINING 
My first reaction to the killing'was sparked by a question of 
my wife's, which was: why was it necessary to use guns to subdue 
the prisoners and save the lives of the hostages in this situation, 
assuming the decision had been made to subdue. She said that she, 
of course, did not want to second-guess the governor and the whole 
panoply of law-enforcement officers, but that it seemed to her, 
as a complete outsider, law enforcement must have access to the 
chemical-warfare technology that we've heard so much about. Gases 
must have been developed which are much more sophisticated than 
tear gas, ways of instantly incapacitating a person which are 
much less lethal than guns--. She asked why couldn • t the police 
have turned out the lights during the night, have heli copters fly 
over for a long time without doing anything, and then lay down a 
blanket of some gas which would instantly put everyone to sleep. 
There are other gases as well, which or.e hears about from time to 
time, that double up everyone in laughter or that turn off 
aggressive instincts. 
Actually, that seemed to me to be a perfectly logical question 
and such perceptions often come from people totally outside the 
decision making process. But it was a question that was raised 
on the National Crime Commission when I was working on it. 
Given the kind of science and technolosy we have and the kind of 
science which the Pentagon is making use of all the time, how is 
it that law enforcement is still back in the late nineteenth 
century, using deer rifles and shot gun blasts? One answer, I 
think, is that people just never think about things like this. 
They never think about them partly because they don't care; 
they don't care whether a s uspect is shot down; they don't care 
whether a convict is shot down. But, in this case surprisingly 
they didn't care even with hostages in there. 
The Crime Commission did in fact set up something called a 
Task Force on Science and Technology. That task force funded a 
half-million dollar research effort into ways in which technology 
could be brought to bear on law enforcement and specifically ways 
in which police could be equipped with non-lethal subdueing devices. 
Now as I recall, the outcome of that specific research was not 
entirely successful. 
There were problems for instance in ·.developing a tranquilizer 
which worked quick l y enough to assure that the policeman who used 
it would not be shot back by an armed suspect during the period 
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of seconds in wh ich the drug took effect. 
nected with the use of such weapons in parti 
specifically in circumstances where the person 
has a gun. That wasn't the case here, at At 
read the newspapers, the convicts didn't have , 
The research was not successful partly, I 
lack of access to military research which at 
secret. But a lot has happened since then. 
possible now to get access to, for peaceful 
some military research which is going by the 








To the questions asked--why can ' t some of th ced scienti-
fic techniques cut down on the slaughter and always 
associated with domestic law enforcement--ra satisfactory 
answers were gotten in the Commission's short me. But, 
afterwards, really nothing very much has been about it. 
The application of science and technology to forcement has 
mainly taken the form of increasing the use bs by patrol-
men, increasing street lighting and things . o{, ,sort, but it 
has not moved to a very sophisticated leveL ' , :I suppose, the 
overall lesson is the absence of insti tutiona1 . · and sophis-
tication in the law enforcement system as a We can trace 
this out in the administration of the lower cOQ which operate 
wholly without modern management techniques ~~· uters. We can 
trace it out in the operations of the police .~ 't,:.' of course, in 
all the operations of the correctional syst&tft~"f \~:>~~)' 
·.·-'. . .. ~ . 
.. :·· :' :~ : 
So my ; first reaction to the killing was that:· iti leally didn't 
have to happen. Even people not privy to, for~irlstance, the 
work of the National Crime Commission can · an alternative 
scenario, i.e. drop a quick acting sleeping night so that 
individual people detailed to kill their ho ably 
wouldn't notice people dropping down and fast 
enough to kill any substantial number of s before 
the gas took effect. 
There may be obvious technical answers 
way you can drop a gas is in exploding 
there were lights everywhere. But, it 
none of these questions were asked and none 
is just no indication of anyone thinking of 
as a last resort. Guns or, what you, might c 
capitulation in negotiating, and there does 
between. I don't know that I make my point 





people storming in with shotguns where I feel certain there 
are a large number of military plans carefully worked out for 
the subduing of towns or military installations without blood-
shed. 
[Here R.G. mentioned the use by British troops in the disturbances 
in Ireland of rubber bullets which strike their human targets 
with non-lethal force, presumably just knocking the man down.] 
In response to your question, I can certainly conceive of the 
authorities responding along this line: this was too serious 
a matter on which to run an experiment with the use of the 
rubber bullets; what if we go in and find that they do knock 
a man down; then where would we be, the hostages would be killed? 
The answer is: that may very wel l be true in this case, but 
the response demonstrates that you're not running experi-
ments outside and that you're not trying to find viable alter-
natives before the crises emerge. 
My second reaction, which is less specific, I suppose, was G~at 
not on l y what happened at Attica but what was said by the in-
mates during the course of the negotiations (much of which rang 
very true to any kind of experience I have had inside prisons), 
should serve as a reminder that the use of prisons is a ve~; 
recent experiment. I don't think that we fully realize that. 
As I understand my correctional history, it was the United 
States which introduced prisons into the criminal justice 
system. It introduced them in a big way, really, toward the 
end of the nineteenth century, certainly after what you might 
call the Benthamite revolution which took place in the 20's, 
30's and 40's in England and here. Originally, I believe, they 
were places in which everyone was sentenced to a term of soli-
tary confinement, not for the purpose of p~~ishment 7 but for 
the purpose of letting them meditate on their sins in the 
Quaker or religious fashion. The notion of warehousing 
people in institutions in which they lived as an isolated 
community is really a product of the last e ighty or a hundred 
years which is not a very long time as far as the criminal 
justice system goes. Before that, we had death or mutilation, 
or corporal punishment or acquittal through jury nullification, 
or transportatior1, 1 __ or flight _to A,u~t~_<:~,Jia, A~er~-~~-' or the 
colonies generally , or the West, to the frontier in other 
words, or some kind of civil penalty was exacted from the male-
factor. There is no reason to assume that prisons should 
succeed; they may be just a try that failed. 
I think that what happened at Attica also highlights an Amerl-
can peculiarity in the use of the prison system. That is the 
use of very l ong sentences which, although we don't like to 
acknowledge it, certainl:flave__,a destructive impact on the indi-
viduals subjected to them. 
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such sentences do not just lead them to lose hope, but actually 
change them in the course of incarceration. Other Western 
jurisdictions are apparently able to use their prisons with a 
good deal more success--measured by recidivism and problems in 
internal administration--with not just marginally but very 
substantially and strikingly lower average sentences. There 
is a question whether there is a difference for a man 
between a two year sentence and a ten year sentence. The 
additional eight years may really have nothing to do with 
him. He's a different man. 
[R.G. questioned if Professor Vining was comparing the American 
prison system to European models. He agreed that he was. So 
R.G. asked whether or not a reason for the failure of our penal 
system was, in part, one unique for its severity in America, 
namely racism. We pointed out that the television coverage of 
Attica revealed a remarkably high level of political conscious-
ness among the black prisoners who make up the predominant 
group of inmates.] 
I agree with you that that contributed to the problem, but not 
quite in the way in which the inmates say it contributes. As 
I heard them over the television, and as I heard Bobby Seale, 
the equation being made was between the black inmates in Attica 
and political prisoners, persons who have been accused and tried 
on trumped up charges for political and racial reaso~s, I have 
some trouble with that equation. 
I think it is the fact that there are dangerous people in 
every corrununi ty. Black or white they have to be handled, or 
else they destroy too many innocent lives. I don't mean just 
by killing-. One heavy burglary of a person living on the 
margin--for instance, a female domestic.worker raising two 
children alone.::-_:~~E!_I:lal1y d~S!:.J:"9Y~~!l~.~ mak~_§ li f~ P2~5'-~_p_le. 
In riding around with police I have been in such tenements 
just after burglaries and have felt in my gut what the 
consequences of the crime were. The effect on the victim can 
be disastrous, and burglaries aren't even violent crimes. 
So black or white the people who do this sort of thing 
are going to have to be dealt with in some way. 
But I do think race is a contributing factor in the sense that 
the large number of poor ,black, illiterate, violent prisoners 
who feel greatly aggrieved by what's happened to them and not 
at all contrite and who have become demonstrably (at least 
statistically if not in individual cases, because unfortunately 
the way we run our criminal justice system we don't know very 
much about individual cases) more and more violent and danger-
ous with each brush with the criminal justice system is a fact 
that tells us something. I think what it points us to is the 
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admission that a principal cause of crime is the operation of 
the criminal justice system itself. I do not mean to belittle 
the importance of racial discrimination, poverty, illiteracy, 
absence of education, and the rest, the importance of those 
factors to crime. However, the fact is that the enormQUS 
majority of the poor and the black ' and the discriminated 
against, the illiterate and the uneducated are not violent 
and are not criminal. The hard fact is that proportionately 
more of such people are exposed to contact with the criminal 
justice system and experience its "correction" and the kind 
of empty shams that go for trials when you're not protected 
by private money and private counsel. 
The persons who experience these things are understandably 
desocialized , and I think . the evidence that I've seen shows 
a relationship between contact with criminal justice and crime 
rather than showing a causal relationship between poverty or 
race and crime. Now I'm sure I could be cal l ed or challenged 
on that. It might be shown for instance that the statistical 
techniques used are the same in each case, but the work of 
people like Ohlin and Cloward on the development of delinquent 
careers, for instance, is based on more than statistics. 
There is a l so, I think an intuitive validity to a causal con-
nection between the kind of criminal justice system we have 
and the crimes of violence or intolerable behavior of persons 
who have been exposed to it more than once. That intuitive 
connection is the reaction that we all have when we actually 
see the criminal justice system in operation .. 
I should summarize this by just saying that this is a message 
which is poli tically very unpalatable because it chal l enges 
the integrity and competence of a very large number of either 
dedicated or powerful people, the corrections establishment, 
probation officers, the judges who run the courts, the pro-
secutors, and all the rest, even the organized bar. It's 
much easier to say that the true cause of crime is poverty, 
race and educational deprivation so let's focus on poverty 
and race and education. Well, of course , we should be focusing 
on poverty and race and education, but it is quite unlikely 
that we will make a dent in those problems in much less than 
a generation or two generations even with the most serious 
and massive of Great Society programs, which of course we don't 
have now. Such an approach, while it helps drum up support 
for various social programs, I think has the consequence of 
diverting attention from the kind of reform work which might 
have pay-offs in the immediate short run. 
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After all, the criminal justice system is a controlled system. 
It is under conscious control, whereas the social systems which 
produce discrimination and racial problems and the cultural 
and financial systems which produce educational ·problems and 
poverty are not limited systems and are not und~r conscious 
control. This many of us hoped would be one of the principal 
messages of the National Crime Commission Report. That is to 
say that the criminal justice system itself was a cause of 
crime and should be reformed for that reason and. not just be-
cause it is obviously unfair and sleazy. I doh'. t think that 
message got across, in part because of a good deal of quite 
sincere language in the report about the importance of focusing 
on poverty and race and housing and education, quite sincere 
because the Commissioners really believed that these are the 
root causes of crime. 
[Here R.G. inquired, "Then, you're saying that, in our fascina-
tion w1th the possibilities of remedying "root causes" and of 
achieving utopian solutions, we have lost sight of the problems 
which are immediately crushing in upon us, those problems which 
we can treat most directly with the available resources?"] 
Yes, that's it precisely. 
Now there is one final point that should be made after all of 
this, after making the points that the prison is an experiment 
and that the criminal justice system as a whol~~ \;rhich includes 
the way that the police and courts act as well ··1!3: the way that 
the various social service systems attached to :.~he police and 
possibly the courts act or fail to act, that tb~~ system is 
at fault. There is the problem of alternatives:·. , . Now, we can 
think of a good many alternatives to the way in ~hich we handle 
and treat people initially, at the initial sta :; · .of criminal 
justice system. By that I mean both initial st s of a case 
and the initial stages of a delinquent cartl!f!t"~ There are 
all sorts of ways in which prosecutors and pol~e can make use 
of social resources to prevent the development, .·~,l · violent careers 
Very enlightened ones among them do this in a .ti of ad hoc · 
way. We can think o~ viable alternatives thet~~~;~·" "ut, when it 
comes to the correct1onal system, I have to coft.~$S that there 
are not viable alternatives sitting around. ~a·th, flight to 
the frontier, transportation, and jury nullifiG~t..,ion or acquittal 
really are not present alternatives. ··t)·; 
The alternative which has had its heyday, I supp~se in the re-
latively recent past, has been the suggestion th·at persons con-
victed of crime should be treated essentially as sick and remolded 
in their behavioral characteristics. As far as , violent convicts 
are concerned there is also the suggestion of . ~ing mind and 
'·"'i- " :' 
; •' . .'' 
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personality-ch anging drugs. My prob l em with that alternative 
is one that my own classes in criminal l aw have seen rather 
clearly themse l ves, which is that the other side of that coin 
is treating convicts as non-persons, as persons without auto-
nomy and moral responsibility. I thought one of the most elo-
quent statements by the convicts that I saw on television, was 
made by the man with the wire-rimmed galsses, if you recall. 
He said that "our main demand is not to be treated like animals 
anymore but to be treated l i ke men." The medical alternative 
does not treat convicts like men. 
[Professor Vining teaches criminal l aw at t he University, and from 
1964-1966 was a member of the Office of Criminal Justice in the 
Department of Justice and then was Ass i stant to the Executive Director 
of the National Crime Commission.--Editor's Note ] 
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CHAMBERS 
[R.G.: Professor Chambers, do you think the decision to attack 
Attica prison was proper?] 
Chambers: I don't think so. I've been trying to think of what 
circumstances would, in my view, have justified the attack. The 
only justification which occurs to me, given the kinds of events 
that were going on generally, is if the prison officials were 
reasonably certain that many hostages or inmates were already 
being killed inside that there were simply going to be mass slaughter, 
and thus that attacking did not substantially increase the likeli-
hood of a heavy loss. The decision should be evaluated not merely 
with a view to the possible loss of hostages' lives but also of 
prisoners, whose lives I personally cherish no less greatly than 
the lives of the hostages they held. · 
And now what we are gathering from the newspapers is that 
the hostages were not in fact dead at the time of the attack. I 
suppose what we cannot know is what the belief of Oswald was as 
to what was h appening inside. But I would really want very certain 
knowledge of s l aughter inside before attacking. In the riots in 
the cities during ' 6 7 and '6 8, those cities that ended up being 
judged by most people to have handled the situation badly were 
those that acted too quickly on rumors. 
[ R.G.: Do you think that, even assuming hostages had been killed, 
it still would have then been necessary to determine that more 
lives of prisoners and hostages would be saved than lost by an 
attack~ in order to iustifv it?] 
Chambers: I feel that the worth of an inmate's life is the same 
and should be considered the same as one guard's life. If you 
feel that way, then you conceivab l y might let the prisoners slay 
every guard without attacking on the view that far more lives might 
still be l ost by attacking and, beyond that, on the view that not 
all prisoners would have been involved in the guard slayings. 
[R.G . : This raises the question of a conspiracy theory whether 
all the prisoners do share the guilt of those who actually parti-
cipated in the killings. Of the thousand or so prisoners in 
the yard , do yol!_i:,hink all of them are morally or legally conspirators?] 
Chambers: As to the law, I was trying to think, as law professors 
are wont to do, whether they might all be held liable for first 
degree murder. There are all kinds of theories: conspiracy and 
felony murder and others that might permit you to hold them. But 
as to any one given inmate, I woul d certainly be willing to try 
to defend him on the ground that the fact that he was in there 
shouting assent is no indication of what his real state of mind 
was. I woul d have been hard pressed as a dissenter under those 
circumstances to have expressed my disagreement. 
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[R. G: From the point of view of the deterrent effec t of the attack--
I~nk it was justified by its supporters largely on that basi s--
do you think it will prove an effective deterrent for other prisons 
and other prisoners? ] 
Chambers: I don 't know. The many, many deaths in Detroi t during 
Detroit ' s r iot in '67 certainly appeared to have had no impact on 
the black citizens involved in the outbreaks in Washington and 
Chicago in the spring of '6 8 after King ' s death. I t seems t o me--
and this was true o f the cities--that as long as the conditions 
remain about the same in these prisons, L~e chances of rio t s re-
main high. On the other hand, I suppose if the officials had not 
i ntervened and had granted amnesty, so that there were no sanctions 
taken agains t any inmate for having participatea in the riot, I 
suppose it might have had the imp a ct of encouraging outb reaks else-
where. The reason you c~~·t make any such s tatement is that so far 
as I know, there have been no major riots i n any institution after 
which amnesty was in fact granted. · 
[R.G.: Do you think that the demand for amnesty was an unreasonable 
demand--that it was impossible or unadvi sed for the Governor or the 
prison offici a ls to grant it?] 
Chambers: Well, a decision either way would have been wrong. You 
can't win when you're b o xed like that. If you grant amnesty, you 
might have saved a l ot of lives at that moment, especially if you 
really looked into it and decided that if you didn't grant amnesty 
many of the h os tages would have been kille d. On the other hand, 
if you do grant amnes ty, you may just be d~!ferring deaths that would 
occur, it might be f eare d, in later riots and in the se i z ing of other 
prisons. And ei ther way you make the decision, you're likely to be 
considered to have acted improperly. 
[R.G.: Can the prisoners be prosecuted for murder under the New 
York Code even if the hostages were shot by the attacking police? ] 
Chambers: As I read the New York Code , there are two different 
theories that New York State could use to try to con vict the pri-
soners who were h olding the hostages of murder, even though the 
hostages were s hot by the attackers. But neither of the theori es 
seems to me very persuas i ve. New York provides f or holding a per-
son for murder if, "Under circumstances evincin q a depraved indif-
ference to human life, he reck l essly engages in' conduct which creates 
a grave risk of death to another person and thereby causes the death 
of another person." 
The 11 reck l ess " conduct that the prisoners engaged in was 
seizing the institution., that s ure ly created g-rave risks o f death 
to people, and through it somebody died . But I'm not s ure at all 
that that conduct evinced "depraved indifference to human life." 
Ind~ed, it ~as their own unde:rstandable c<?ncer11 for th~ quality of 
theJ.r own lJ. ves _that l ed the J.nmates to revolt. I don t regard 
that as depraved~ Maybe a jury in Attica would . 
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The other theory is rather like felony murder, but the felony 
murder rule under New York's new statute, though it applies to 
killings resulting from kidnapping, also requires· that the killing 
be by the person who kidnaps or another participant. It would not 
seem to apply to a situation where the police kill . somebody in the 
course of trying to interrupt the offense. So my answer is, as I 
would read the statute, the prisoners probably shouldn't be held 
for murder, but they might be. 
[R. G. : How long do you think State Corrections Commissioner Oswald 
cOUI'a have afforded to wait. before taking some action?] 
Chambers: Forever. The need for showing you're going to be tough 
and insistent on law and order seems to me of minimal importance at 
that time. We ' ve had a lot of prison riots in this country, and 
many of them have been handled without loss of lives by waiting the 
inmates out. The practice of waiting them out has not to my know-
ledge led to an accelerating incidence of riots in other prisons. 
[R.G.: What would happen if you had waited and there was the death 
of another hostage suggesting a kind of one-a-day formula until you 
would do something?] · 
Chambers: I don't know. The trouble is you're asking me to be dis-
passionate and a rational planner about something that is just very 
difficult to know how you would react. The problem is that at that 
moment, if the prisoners are making it fairly clear that one hostage 
is going to die every day, the Director of the Corrections Depart-
ment is being put in the position in which, by letting the insurrec-
tion continue, he feels personally responsible for bringing about 
another death every day. Under such circumstances, he might under-
standab l y convince himself, "Maybe there's some chance; I can break 
in there, do it fast and seize everybody, there won't be much more 
loss of life." Oswald, I imagine, hoped that they could seize the 
place without killing very many people. I just don't know what I'd 
do. 
,: ; . 
[R.G.: Would it make any difference if fellow pri.~oners instead of 
guards were being killed inside the prison?] . 
Chambers: The sum of my point is that if I thought , there were lives 
being lost inside on a regu l ar basis and I had the.:.<~Vier to inter-
vene, it wouldn't make any difference to me whose · ~tl'fe it was--I 
would find intervention a very, very strong temptation which would 
be difficult to resist. That may be one reason among many why no 
one would hire me to run their corrections depart-ment. But we don't 
have any indication that such slaughter was in fact going on inside 
the prison before the attack and that is what ma.ke~r"' 6swald's decision 
so troublesome to me. One life had been lost, but · ft __ ~~.§_ __ irre_t _ri_eyable 
at that point. This was the life of the guard who ·<fied of wounds 
received during t he initial seizing of the prison ahd his death 
was no indication that the inmates were planning m6re. 
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[R.G.: Do you think anything can be done at present to prevent 
similar situations?] 
Chambers: I don't know what you mean by 11 at present. 11 I think 
one thing that we're learning is that these giant institutions, 
wholely apart from their inadequacy as places for rehabilitation, 
also make little sense for purposes of control. Those who run 
Jackson prison are presently trying to sell to the legislature 
a plan to break up that institution into smaller institutions by 
fencing it off in different ways and let the units run themselves. 
In talking to us dogooders, they justify the plan largely from a 
treatment point of view since you can real ly work more effectively 
with smaller units. But I think they also feel it has great 
importance from a control point of view. 
The short term solutions are uncertain. I'm fascinated and 
terrified by San Quentin's policy, thg._t I was reminded of at the 
time of the Jackson killing, that the guards are instructed 
to shoot to kill any inmate holding a hostage, even a t the risk 
of killing the hostage. It's a double-edged sword. In advance, 
as a policy that all the inmates know, it may reduce the number of 
hostages who ever get seized and held. It may deter people from 
trying to start a riot in the first place. On the other hand, once 
the person's been seized, you're really forced to risk his life~­
and the person who gets seized may often be a somebody who has 
really never had an opportunity to make a judgment as to whether 
he wanted to submit to that kind of a rule. Visitors would no~ 
know the rule, and if a visitor was to be seized, the fact that 
his or her life would be forfeited in order to put down a riot is 
not easy for me to stomach. 
I'm concerned about prison riots for the same reason I was 
concerned about city riots. That is only in small part because 
of the lives that were lost. I don't like to see the loss of lives, 
but we kill twenty times as many on the roads every day. What 
concerns me most is the nature of those institutions and the cir-
cumstances that have led our nation to lock so many people away. 
[R.G.: Do you think there's any ground for the prosecution of 
Oswald or the attackers?] 
Chambers: That's also a law professor's question. You can get 
to first base on a murder theory quite easily. Oswald ordered 
his men to attack, and kill if necessary and kill they did. The 
question is not whether an intentional killing occurred, but whether 
there was a defense to it. The defense i~ normally seen in terms 
of a law enforcement officer's right to prevent a felony in 
commission. There's some New York law directly on point about the 
circumstances in which law enforcement officers are permitted to 
use force. But even when they use force, I would suppose that they 
have to use it with care. It doesn't give them a blanket license 
to blow up the entire town of Attica with an atomic bomb in order 
to stop the riot. They must do it in some way reasonably calcu-
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lated to keep the loss of lives to a minimum. 
But I don't think criminal responsibility is the answer to any 
of this, you understand. The criminal laws are a decidedly trivial 
aspect of this whole problem. We' 11 have some trials probably now--
not of Oswald, of course--but to look at the events of the last two 
days in terms of what prosecutions could result, are interesting 
lawyer's fun and games and the kind of thing I confess that I drag 
first year students through, but they're really not the heart of it 
by any means. · 
[R.G.: Do you have any other thoughts about the Attica situation?] 
Chambers: Well, I'm struck by the responses in the newspaper in the 
last couple of days. Today' s Ti·mes has a long article about the 
_ fl:~e:r:- _of important people call1ng for prison reform i11: ):ight of 
Attica. Indee~~ some black members of Congress--including Shirley 
Chisholm and Ronald Dellums of Oakland, California--issued a 
statement saying that Attica dramatized the need for prison reform 
"towards a system of rehabilitation." Well, there isn't any 
doubt in my mind that prison reform is needed. 
I haven't ever been to Attica, but I .' ve seen some other 
maximum security prisons here and in other states and they're far 
more degrading of the human spirit than is easily imagined. Never-
theless, I'm a little surprised at Dellums calling for a system of 
rehabilitation when what that system really means is that we should 
concentrate our efforts towards shaping these people in our own 
images, when neither Dellums or I think that that image is a very 
satisfactory one. I am very perplexed as to the best answer. 
What should a society do when it knows that many of those who 
commit violent antisocial acts do so because of defect in the 
structure of society that have far too long been tolerated? 
[Professor Chambers teaches criminal law at the University and is 
pursuing a current interest in the area of prisoners' rights.--Editor's Note] 
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